Details of the atomic structure for the Si(100)-(2X1) surface using UHV transmission electron diffraction are described. Reliability factor minimizations of the dynamical diffraction intensities establish conclusively the asymmetry in the structure. Fits performed using multilayer subsurface relaxations to match analytical strain solutions demonstrate the existence of long range subsurface strain fields extending up to six layers into the bulk. 
and other total-energy and force calculations [6] suggest that symmetric dimers are more stable. The first scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) studies [7, 8] indicated that on defect-free (2&&1) surfaces only symmetric dimers were present with buckled dirners in local regions with c(4X2) and p(2X2) symmetry near surface defects; however, recent low temperature measurements [9] suggest that the dimers are asymmetric and time averaged at room temperature by thermal excitations to give a symmetric appearance. Grazing incidence x-ray diffraction (XRD) [10] and most recently optical spectroscopy [11] studies also show a preference for an asymmetric structure. Apart from a simple buckled structure (tilt out of the surface plane), an asymmetric structure with an in-plane dimer axis twist has also been suggested by LEED [12] . Energy minimizations [13] were obtained for a given input structure (of surface and bulk) using both simple kinematical diffraction and rigorous double precision dynamical multislice methods, the input structure being optimized numerically to yield the best fit between the experimental and calculated data.
These minimizations [21] included two forms of R factors and reduced g fittings and were performed using the routine NL2SOL from Netlib [22] . The R factors and g are defined as follows:
where I, (g) and I, (g) are the experimental and calculated intensities for each diffracted beam g, &x(g) is the standard deviation of the error distribution for each I, % is the number of diAraction beams, and M is the number of parameters that are varied. n=2 defines a standard form while N =1 defines a more robust version.
In the initial stages of the minimization, atoms on the surface and a few layers beneath it were allowed to freely vary from their ideal bulk positions along the "2" direction of the reconstruction (y axis in the calculations). Intensity calculations used a simple kinematical diA'raction approach [14, 15] ; however, the minimizations yielded physically unrealistic atom positions. Although these calculations are simple and save computer time, they can be inadequate [23] and are in any case unnecessary. Minimizations using intensities calculated from a dynamical approach yielded an asymmetric structure; however, g values indicated an overfit of data.
A strain field with the correct periodic structure for the reconstructed surface was therefore applied to constrain the atom positions to obey the equations of inhomogeneous, isotropic elasticity [21] [25] , even in the off-zone axis conditions (in the two diffraction cases), to check the relia- We believe that our work represents the first attempt using rigorous dynamical transmission electron diAraction analyses in combination with R factor and g minimizations to predict the structure of the (2x 1) surface to such a high degree of accuracy. The low values of R factors and g associated with these calculations reAect on the quality of the data and consequently on the excellent reliability of the structure obtained.
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